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Abstract: Patch budding (bud grafting) is a commonly used method for pecan reproduction; however,
the grafting survival rate varies with cultivars. Clarifying the underlying mechanisms of successful
grafting is pivotal for graft technique improvement. Here, weighted gene co-expression network
analysis (WGCNA) was conducted to dissect the key pathways and genes related to the successful
grafting of pecan. Based on the transcriptome data of two contrasting cultivars (an easy-to-survive
cultivar ‘Pawnee’ and a difficult-to-survive cultivar ‘Jinhua’) in response to budding, all the genes with
variable transcripts were grouped into 18 modules. There were two modules that were significantly
correlated with the trait of different cultivars. Enrichment analysis showed that several enriched gene
ontology (GO) terms were related to oxidative detoxification and genes associated with hormone
signaling pathway occupied a high ratio for the two modules. A total of 52 hub genes were identified,
and 48 showed promoter polymorphisms between the two cultivars. Our study suggested that
oxidative detoxification and hormone signaling were probably the key pathways for the successful
grafting of pecan. The 48 hub genes identified here might be the key genes that led to the divergence
of graft survival rates among different pecan cultivars. Our results will lay a foundation for future
graft technique improvement in pecan.

Keywords: grafting; weighted gene co-expression network analysis; transcriptome; pecan

1. Introduction

Grafting is a widely used technique in plants, especially for economically important
tree species. Successful grafting is a complicated process involving oxidative detoxification,
callus proliferation, and vascular bundle formation [1,2]. Upon cutting of the graft partners,
oxidative stress is induced and high activities of antioxidant scavenging enzymes are
required to ensure fast and effective healing [3]. Pectin secretion and callus formation
are the passive responses of wound healing, and these reactions contribute to the initial
adhesion and short-distance communication of the graft partners [4]. Vascular bundle
formation guarantees the long distance of nutrients, hormones, and organics [5], promoting
the formation of a graft union.

Over the past decades, transcriptome sequencing has become a routine technique to
unravel the control mechanisms of graft union formation. Analysis of the transcriptomes in
woody species, such as Torreya grandis [6], pecan [5], and Vitis vinifera [7], has dissected that
more than 1000 genes were differentially expressed significantly during the graft healing
process, and those genes involved in oxidative stress response, hormone signaling, cell
wall modification, cell proliferation, and secondary metabolism were all important for the
formation of a successful graft union. Despite the fact that mounting genes associated
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with graft healing have been revealed, it is still difficult to determine which ones are more
relevant and important, since differential expression analysis treats genes as individuals
and is inefficient for revealing the interconnection among genes [8,9]. This would seriously
limit the application of graft-associated genes in production. Therefore, a systems genetics
approach developed for the network-based analysis of transcriptome-wide gene expression
is in demand. Several methods have been proposed [10–12], among which weighted
gene co-expression network analysis (WGCNA) has an intrinsic superiority in screening
hub genes.

WGCNA is a systems biology approach for revealing gene–gene association pat-
terns [13]. It is very similar to the traditional cluster analysis, but is more biologically
meaningful than the latter due to its special algorithm [14]. The WGCNA algorithm consid-
ers that gene connectivity within a network follows a scale-free distribution and correlation
between genes is the sum of direct and indirect interactions [12]. Owing to its unique
algorithm, WGCNA could effectively group thousands of genes into different modules
(each module contains a set of genes with high correlation), analyze the correlation between
the modules and phenotypic traits, and identify the biologically significant modules and
the hub genes [15]. With this approach, researchers could focus on a few hub genes for
further experiments, as hub genes are highly connective and play a core role in maintain-
ing the network’s architecture [16]. Up to now, WGCNA has been extensively applied
for identifying key pathways and hub genes in various research fields, such as disease
resistance [17], heat tolerance [18], graft healing [19], and flower development [20].

Pecan (C. illinoinensis) is an economically important nut tree, and the reproduction of
this species is heavily reliant on grafting [21,22]. For tree production in the nursery, the most
commonly adopted grafting method is patch budding [23]. In practice, we found that the
budding survival rate varies with cultivars, with ‘Pawnee’ being a typical easy-to-survive
cultivar and ‘Jinhua’ being a representative difficult-to-survive cultivar regardless of the
genotypes of the rootstocks used. Understanding the possible pathways and key genes
causing the difference in the budding success rates among cultivars is helpful for future
graft technique improvement. Given this, here, we performed a WGCNA using RNA-seq
data generated from the two contrasting cultivars (‘Pawnee’ and ‘Jinhua’) in response
to budding.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Plant Materials and RNA-seq

Pecan cultivars ‘Pawnee’ and ‘Jinhua’ were employed as scions, and the ‘Shaoxing’
cultivar was used as rootstock. Scions were taken from the new shoots growing in the
current season, and rootstocks were the seedlings that had been grown for two growing
seasons. Patch budding was performed in August 2021. Based on our observation, the
‘Jinhua’ scion began to present signs of budding failure (scion bark turning green to brown-
ish black) at 12 days after grafting (DAG). To build a time series of RNA-Seq data, scions
(~3 cm length × 2 cm width) were collected at four time points (0, 3, 7, and 12 DAG) with
two cultivars and three biological repetitions. Each biological replicate contained at least
three individual scions.

In total, 24 RNA libraries were built for sequencing. Total RNA was first isolated using
a CTAB-based method. The quality and quantity of RNA was monitored by 1% agarose gel
electrophoresis and a NanoDrop Spectrophotometer (NanoDrop Technologies, Wilmington,
DE, USA). RNA samples possessing A260/A230 values larger than 1.8 and A260/A280
ratios ranging from 1.8 to 2 were considered qualified for library construction. Libraries
were constructed with an Illumina TruSeq RNA Sample Prep Kit (San Diego, CA, USA)
according to the manufacturer’s protocols. The well-prepared libraries were sequenced on
a paired-end (2 × 150) Illumina Hiseq platform. Raw data have been deposited in NCBI’s
Sequence Read Archive (SRA) with accession no. SRP355019.
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2.2. Selection of Variable Genes

Clean reads were generated through trimming adapter sequences, removing poor-
quality and poly-N reads from raw reads. The obtained clean reads were then blasted to
the reference genome sequence of pecan cultivar ‘Pawnee’ [24] for summarizing the total
read counts of each gene. Gene expressions were normalized to transcripts per million
(TPM). The expressions at 0, 3, 7, and 12 DAG libraries for ‘Pawnee’ were represented as
P0, P3, P7, and P12, respectively. Similarly, the expressions at 0, 3, 7, and 12 DAG libraries
for ‘Jinhua’ were separately indicated as J0, J3, J7, and J12. The expressions at 0 DAG for
both genotypes were used as control and subjected to identify differentially expressed
genes (DEGs) between every two libraries with the R package DESeq2. Six comparisons
among libraries (P3/P0, P7/P0, P12/P0, J3/J0, J7/J0, and J12/J0) were conducted to detect
DEGs. Criteria for differential expression were the following: absolute log2-fold change
(FC) > 1 and false discovery rate (FDR)-corrected p-value < 0.01. DEGs in at least one of the
libraries were recognized as variable genes and were used for WGCNA.

2.3. Construction of Co-Expression Network

An R package WGCNA [12] was applied for co-expression network construction
(The used R commands were supplied in Table S1). To build the network, Pearson’s
correlation coefficient for each gene pair (in absolute value) was firstly computed using
gene expression data and the resulting outcomes constituted a co-expression similarity
matrix. Then, a proper soft threshold power β was applied to transform the similarity
matrix into an adjacency matrix to emphasize strong correlations and reduce the influence
of weak correlations between genes. For selection of the most suitable β, the scale-free
topology fit index (R2) and mean connectivity of every supposed β value from 1 to 30 were
calculated. When R2 was higher than 0.80, the corresponding β was deemed to be the
most appropriate. Thirdly, a topological overlap matrix (TOM) was transformed from
the adjacency matrix. This aim was to take into consideration both the directional and
non-directional correlations between genes. Finally, hierarchical clustering was performed
according to the TOM-based dissimilarity to group all genes into multiple co-expression
modules, with each having at least 100 genes. Highly similar modules (higher than 0.75)
were merged together to generate the final module clustering.

2.4. Identification of Biologically Significant Modules

The grafting traits used in our study contained grafted cultivar (1 for ‘Jinhua’ and 0 for
‘Pawnee’), collection time (samples collected at 0, 3, 7, and 12 DAG were represented as 1, 2,
3, and 4, respectively), and treatment (0 for un-grafted samples at 0 DAG and 1 for grafted
samples). Module eigengenes (MEs), which were defined as the first principal components
of a given module representing the general expression of module genes, were calculated via
the moduleEigengenes function in WGCNA. Module–trait correlation analysis was carried
out through calculating Spearman’s correlation coefficient between MEs and grafting traits.
As the grey module contains the genes outside any proper module, it was excluded from
the module–trait correlation analysis. Modules with absolute correlation (cor) > 0.5 and
p < 0.05 indicated statistical significance. Modules that had statistically significant correla-
tion with traits of grafted cultivar were considered to be biologically meaningful.

2.5. Gene enrichment Analysis on Meaningful Modules

Genes in the biologically meaningful modules were extracted for Gene Ontology (GO)
and Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) enrichment analysis using the
R package clusterProfiler. Only the biological process category in GO terms was used for
analysis. GO terms and KEGG pathways showing adjusted P (Padj) values < 0.05 were
considered to be significantly enriched.
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2.6. Screen of Hub Gene

The module eigengene-based connectivity (kME), which is the Pearson relevance
between the expression pattern of a specific gene and module eigengenes, was calculated
for each gene by the signedKME algorithm. A gene with the highest kME has the most
connectivity in the network. We used the previously reported criteria, hub genes possessing
an absolute kME > 0.9 [25], to select hub genes. The regulation network of hub genes was
drawn with Cytoscape software.

2.7. Detecting the Promoter Variations in Hub Genes

To detect promoter variation in the identified hub genes, genome re-sequencing was
conducted for ‘Jinhua’ and ‘Pawnee’ cultivars. Total DNA was separately isolated from the
healthy leaves of ‘Jinhua’ and ‘Pawnee’ with a CTAB method, and two sequencing libraries
with ~300 bp insert length were prepared. Whole genome re-sequencing was conducted on
a paired-end (2 × 150) Illumina Hiseq platform. Following sequencing, raw reads (NCBI
accession no. PRJNA930916) were processed to generate clean reads. The clean reads were
mapped against a pecan (‘Pawnee’ cultivar) reference genome to identify variations using
BWA and the Genome Analysis Toolkit (GATK). Genetic variations were summarized in
variant call format (VCF) files. The promoter areas (2 kb of nucleotide sequence upstream
from the ATG translation initiation site) of the hub genes were compared between cultivars
to detect polymorphisms.

3. Results
3.1. RNA Sequencing and Construction of Co-Expression Network

To dissect the possible genes that led to the variance in the budding survival rates
among different pecan genotypes, a typical easy-to-survive cultivar (‘Pawnee’) and a
representative difficult-to-survive cultivar (‘Jinhua’) were used for RNA sequencing (RNA-
seq). Following sequencing, 1046.92 million (M) raw reads were generated, yielding a mean
of 43.62 M reads per library. The Q20 and Q30 for each library were greater than 97% and
93%, respectively. After quality filtering, 1041.91 M clean reads were produced, with a
mean of 43.41 M clean reads per sample. The obtained cleaned reads were aligned to the
reference genome. For each sample, more than 92% of the clean reads could be mapped to
the genome (Table S2). Differentially expressed genes were detected based on TPM values.
The number of DEGs in P3/P0, P7/P0, P12/P0, J3/J0, J7/J0, and J12/J0 comparisons was
6431, 6378, 4221, 7179, 6238, and 7719, respectively (Figure 1A,B). A total of 13,158 genes
were identified as differentially expressed in at least one time point sample and were used
for WGCNA (Table S3).
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Figure 1. Venn diagrams depicting the number of differentially expressed genes (DEGs) during the
graft process. (A) Number of DEGs in ‘Pawnee’. (B) Number of DEGs in ‘Jinhua’. P3/P0, P7/P0, and
P12/P0 represent the DEGs of ‘Pawnee’ at 3, 7, and 12 days after grafting (DAG), respectively. J3/J0,
J7/J0, and J12/J0 represent the DEGs of ‘Jinhua’ at 3, 7, and 12 DAG, respectively.
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A suitable soft threshold power (β) is the first step for building a co-expression
network. Our results showed that as the β value increased, the scale-free topology fit index
(R2) progressively increased, while the mean connectivity sharply decreased (Figure 2).
When the β value was 12, the R2 was larger than 0.80 for the first time. Therefore, this
β value satisfied the demand of the scale-free network and was selected to construct a
co-expression network.
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Figure 2. Soft threshold determination of gene co-expression network. (A) Analysis of the scale-free
topology model fit index for various soft thresholds. (B) Analysis of the mean connectivity for various
soft thresholds. Numbers adjacent to the spots are power values.

Hierarchical clustering suggested that the 13,158 DEGs could be grouped into 18 mod-
ules, including black (506 DEGs), blue (1072 DEGs), brown (888 DEGs), cyan (167 DEGs),
green (572 DEGs), green-yellow (279 DEGs), grey (166 DEGs), grey60 (111 DEGs), light
cyan (123 DEGs), magenta (364 DEGs), midnight blue (129 DEGs), pink (470 DEGs), purple
(357 DEGs), red (517 DEGs), salmon (244 DEGs), tan (275 DEGs), turquoise (6051 DEGs),
and yellow (867 DEGs) (Figure 3).
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3.2. Modules Associated with Grafting Traits

The correlation coefficients between MEs and traits were computed to determine
relevant modules. Based on the criteria (|cor| > 0.5 and p < 0.05), several specific modules
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with obvious associations for the grafting traits were identified (Figure 4A). The tan and
green modules showed high correlations with different cultivars and were recognized to be
biologically significant. The MEs in these two modules presented that the expressions of
‘Jinhua’ were generally lower than those of ‘Pawnee’ at the same time point (Figure 4B).
The tan module was also significantly negatively correlated with varied collection times
(coltime) and different treatments (un-grafted and grafted treatments), suggesting that
genes in this module were downregulated gradually over time.
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Figure 4. Identification of statistically significant modules. (A) Relevance between modules and traits.
Numbers in the heatmap indicate correlation coefficients. * indicates p < 0.05. ** suggests p < 0.01.
*** represents p < 0.001. Coltime is the abbreviation of collection time. (B) The eigengene expression
values of tan (top) and green (bottom) modules. P0 to P12 indicates ‘Pawnee’ expressions at 0 to
12 days after grafting. J0 to J12 indicates ‘Jinhua’ expressions at 0 to 12 days after grafting.

3.3. Functional Enrichment Analysis of Biologically Significant Module

With an aim to characterize the features of biologically significant modules, GO
and KEGG enrichment analyses were conducted. GO analysis demonstrated that signal
transduction, response to heat, lipid transport, protein complex oligomerization, and
response to hydrogen peroxide were the obviously overrepresented biological processes
in the tan module (Figure 5A). There were 10 enriched GO terms for the green module,
including protein folding, response to hydrogen peroxide, protein complex oligomerization,
response to heat, response to salt stress, chaperone cofactor-dependent protein refolding,
phloem or xylem histogenesis, tissue development, procambium histogenesis, and positive
regulation of superoxide dismutase activity (Figure 5C). KEGG analysis suggested that there
was no significantly enriched pathway for the tan module after adjustment of the p-value
(Figure 5B). The total number of genes assigned to plant hormone signal transduction was
the highest among the identified pathways (Figure 5B). For the green module, protein
processing in the endoplasmic reticulum was the only enriched pathway (Figure 5D). The
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number of genes associated with plant hormone signal transduction was the second largest
among the detected pathways (Figure 5D). For both the modules, genes associated with
plant hormone signal transduction included the following seven components: auxin (IAA),
cytokinin (CK), gibberellin (GA), abscisic acid (ABA), salicylic acid (SA), jasmonic acid (JA),
and brassinosteroid (BR) signaling.
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3.4. Identification of Hub Genes from Biologically Significant Modules

To identify the hub genes of the biologically significant modules, genes with an
absolute kME > 0.9 were screened. A total of 31 hub genes were detected to represent the
tan module (Figure 6A, Table S4). Of these genes, there were ten stress response genes, two
signal transduction genes, two transport genes, two hemicellulose synthesis genes, two
secondary metabolism genes, two lipid metabolism genes, one amino acid biosynthesis
gene, one DNA binding gene, one sugar metabolism gene, one DNA cleavage gene, one
translation gene, one energy metabolism gene, one protein degradation gene, one cellulose
synthesis gene, one catalytic hydrolysis gene, and two function unknown genes (Table S4).
As for the green module, 21 hub genes were identified. These included six protein synthesis,
degradation, or modification genes, five stress response genes, three cell wall organization
genes, two signal transduction genes, two transport genes, one transcription gene, one
cellulose degradation gene, and one function unknown gene (Figure 6D, Table S4). Among
the fifty-two hub genes, eight were identified as transcription factors (TFs; Table S4). There
were six TFs in the tan module, including GATA transcription factor, mitogen-activated
protein kinase, early-responsive to dehydration (ERD), heat stress transcription factor
A-2e-like (HsfA2e), dehydration-responsive element-binding protein (DREB), and auxin-
responsive protein SAUR76-like (Table S4). TFs in the green module were BTB/POZ
domain-containing protein and auxin response factor (Table S4). Although the hub genes
of the tan module showed similarly decreased expression profiles for both cultivars after
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grafting (Figure 6B), their expression levels were contrastingly different between cultivars,
with ‘Jinhua’ being continuously lower than ‘Pawnee’ from 0 to 12 DAG (Figure 6C).
The expressions of hub genes in the green module were obviously upregulated at 3 and
7 DAG for ‘Pawnee’, while they were only upregulated at 3 DAG for ‘Jinhua’ (Figure 6E).
Meanwhile, the expression levels of these hub genes were lower in ‘Jinhua’ than in ‘Pawnee’
throughout the sampling period (Figure 6F).
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3.5. Promoter Variants of Hub Genes

To identify whether the promoter sequences of the 52 hub genes differed between
‘Pawnee’ and ‘Jinhua’, whole genome re-sequencing was conducted in our study. In total,
372.53 M and 293.92 M reads with good sequencing quality (Q30 ≥ 93.70%) were generated
from ‘Pawnee’ and ‘Jinhua’ re-sequencing libraries, respectively (Table S5). After quality
control, the two libraries produced over 293.91 M clean reads (Table S5). The clean reads
of ‘Pawnee’ and ‘Jinhua’ libraries separately covered 94.77% and 93.70% of the reference
genome, with an average depth of 78.43× and 61.76× (Table S5). In total, 48 out of
52 hub genes displayed the presence of single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and/or
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insertions/deletions (InDels) polymorphisms within the promoter regions between the two
cultivars (Table S6). Interesting, the eight hub genes that were annotated as transcription
factors all showed sequence polymorphisms between the two cultivars (Table S6).

4. Discussion

WGCNA has become a popular approach for investigating the key pathways and
genes that might be functionally relevant to certain traits [26]. In pecan, the survival
rates of patch budding varied with cultivars. To explore the key pathways and hub genes
that potentially determined the differentiation of grafting success rates, we used a typical
easy-to-survive cultivar and a classical difficult-to-survive cultivar for WGCNA. By using
this approach, two co-expression networks (tan and green modules) exhibited significant
association with the different cultivars and were considered to be biologically significant.

During grafting, the graft partners inevitably suffer from various oxidative stresses due
to mechanical injury. Graft-induced oxidative stresses mainly include wounding, hypoxia,
and pathogen attack [27–29]. Beside these, heat stress may also impose on the scion part, as
pecan patch budding is generally conducted during growing seasons with high temperature,
and a deficiency of energy supply further makes the scion sensitive to hot weather. In
plants, stress would induce a strong antioxidant response to protect against the toxic effect
of reactive oxygen species (ROS) [30]. It was reported that a timely and effective reduction
in ROS levels was an important prerequisite for successful grafting [3,31]. In our study,
response to heat (GO:0009408), response to hydrogen peroxide (GO:0042542), and positive
regulation of superoxide dismutase activity (GO:1901671) were the obviously enriched
categories in the tan and/or green modules (Figure 5), where expressions of ‘Jinhua’
were generally lower than those of ‘Pawnee’ (Figure 4b). These results suggested that the
difficult-to-survive cultivar might have a low ability to cope with oxidative stress. Therefore,
oxidative stress detoxification was likely to be a critical pathway for the successful grafting
of pecan.

Hormones are essential for oxidative stress resistance and wound healing, the two
indispensable elements of a successful grafting [32]. In plants, hormones including IAA,
GA, CK, and BR modulate both cell development and stress adaptation [33]. As for grafting,
those hormones may primarily regulate cell division, elongation, and differentiation, and
therefore work as growth-promoting regulators [4,34,35]. ABA was likely to function mainly
as a stress hormone, as its level was observed to be decreased during grafting [36]. SA is an
indispensable defense hormone that induces immunity against microbial ingressions [37].
JA interacts with other hormones including IAA, CK, GA, BR, ABA, SA, and ethylene, acting
as a core component in the hormone signal network [38,39]. In our research, considerable
genes were assigned to the signal transduction of hormones (ko04075), including IAA, CK,
GA, BR, ABA, and SA for the tan and green modules. The variance in transcriptional levels
of hormone-signaling genes might confer different stress resistance and wound healing
capacity between ‘Pawnee’ and ‘Jinhua’. This raised the possibility that hormone signaling
was also a pivotal pathway for pecan grafting.

During the development of a graft union, callus and vascular bundles take piv-
otal roles in transporting nutrients and signals. GO categories such as regulation of
cell cycle (GO:0051726), organelle organization (GO:0006997), microtubule-based pro-
cess (GO:0007017), chromatin assembly (GO:0031497), and DNA replication (GO:0044786;
GO:0090329; GO:0101017) are basic cellular processes needed for callus proliferation and
tissue regeneration [40]. Interestingly, these GO terms were not overrepresented in either
tan or green modules. It seemed that cell proliferation and vascular bundle development
were not the key pathways leading to a low grafting survival rate of pecan.

The hub gene, as a representative of a module, is more critical than other genes, since
its deficiency can interfere with the pathway function [41]. In total, we obtained 52 hub
genes in the tan and green modules, suggesting their central roles in response to grafting.
Among these hub genes, quite a number were associated with stress response for the two
modules, further demonstrating the importance of oxidative stress response in successful
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pecan grafting. These hub genes showed variation in expression between species at specific
time points. Gene expression differences within species result mainly from changes in
cis-regulatory elements (i.e., promoters, insulators, and enhancers) and trans-acting fac-
tors (i.e., transcription factors, chromatin regulators, and environmental signals) [42–44].
Whole-genome re-sequencing suggested that cis-regulatory region variations (promoter
polymorphisms) might be one of the pivotal factors leading to the mRNA differences
between ‘Pawnee’ and ‘Jinhua’ for most of the hub genes (48 out of 52). These 48 hub genes
with both promoter variants and expression differences between genotypes were probably
the critical ones for grafting, since their expression divergences were likely due to their
own sequences’ polymorphisms. Among the forty-eight hub genes, eight were annotated
as TFs and thus might serve as dominant regulators in the networks, as TFs act as signaling
hubs coordinating the expression of multiple downstream genes [45].

Several hub genes including ERD, HsfA2e, DREB, Calmodulin-like protein (CML), and
pathogenesis-related protein 1 (PR-1) have been well documented to be positive regulators
of stress response [46–50]. In our study, the low expressions of ERD, HsfA2e, DREB, CML,
PR-1, and ARF in the difficult-to-survive cultivar (‘Jinhua’) might confer a weak stress
resistance and therefore result in low survival rate during grafting.

5. Conclusions

In the present study, WGCNA was performed according to the transcriptome data of
two cultivars’ (‘Pawnee’ and ‘Jinhua’) exposure to budding. Our study implied that the
two pathways (oxidative detoxification and hormone signaling) and the 48 hub genes were
pivotal for the successful grafting of pecan. These results suggest that inducing proper
hormone signaling and reducing stress imposed on the graft union through manipulating
hub genes would contribute to the improvement of pecan grafting success rate.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/f14040835/s1, Table S1: The used WGCNA commands; Table S2:
Summary for the RNA-seq; Table S3: Genes with expression variation; Table S4: Hub genes in
tan and green modules; Table S5: Summary for genome re-sequencing; Table S6: Hub genes with
promoter polymorphisms.
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